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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO9858616A1] The bed, specially a medical or care bed, is provided with a lower frame (12), comprising at least one leg or support element
(16) for support on a sub-level. An upper frame (14) is connected to the lower frame (12), having a head end (34) and a foot end (36) which are
interconnected by means of profiled beam (30) which has an upper side (50), longitudinal sides (52) and a lower side (54). The bed (10) also
has a mattress support device (38).The profiled beam (30) is directly connected to the lower frame (12). The head end (34) and the foot end (36)
protrude on both sides above the profiled beam (30). The mattress support device (38) is fixed to the profiled beam (30) and arranged above it and
protrudes laterally above the longitudinal sides (52) thereof. The profiled beam (30) has at least one covering section on the upper side (50) facing
the mattress support device (38). The upper side (50) of the profiled beam (30) is tightly encompassed by said covering section and extends at least
partially onto the upper side (50) of the profiled beam (30).
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